Friends of MISSION 4.7

Guidelines

Thank you for your interest in Mission 4.7. Below are some guidelines on how you can best support the mission and promote the goals of transformative education.

PARTNERSHIP

We have no formal opportunities for partnership at this time. However, we realize that many organizations and individuals have been inspired by our mission. If you are promoting a project that has been inspired by Mission 4.7, we ask that you please include the following language on your website and/or communication materials:

“This work is aligned with the objectives of Mission 4.7.”

Please also note that the Mission 4.7 name and logo may not be used without the express written permission of the Mission 4.7 Secretariat.

SHARE YOUR STORY

On Social Media

Tag your posts with #Mission4point7 to show your support for the mission! And follow @Mission4point7 on Twitter!

On Our Blog

Friends of Mission 4.7 are invited to share their stories of transformative education in our “Friends of Mission 4.7” blog series. Click here to pitch us your idea for a blog post about a project or initiative that has been inspired by Mission 4.7.

GET INVOLVED

Mission 4.7 and its Secretariat partner organizations offer robust programs and resources to help you engage with the work of transformative education. Here are some ideas on how you can get involved:
→ Explore the Mission 4.7 Resource Platform.
→ Take a free online course with world-leading experts on sustainable development with the SDG Academy.
→ Apply to become a Global Schools Advocate to empower schools and teachers to educate children on sustainable development, global citizenship, and 21st century skills.
→ Engage as a global citizen with the Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens.
→ Browse research from the Center for Sustainable Development at Columbia University

CONNECT WITH US

Follow @Mission4point7 and use #Mission4point7 to share how you are transforming education!

Follow the Mission 4.7 Secretariat partner organizations on social media!

**UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network**
Twitter: @UNSDSN
Facebook: UNSDSN
LinkedIn: UNSDSN

**SDG Academy**
Twitter: @SDG_Academy
Facebook: The SDG Academy
LinkedIn: SDG Academy
Instagram: @sdg_academy

**Global Schools**
Twitter: @SDGsInSchools
Facebook: Global Schools Program
LinkedIn: Global Schools Program
Instagram: @globalschoolsprogram

**UNESCO**
Twitter: @UNESCO
Facebook: UNESCO
LinkedIn: UNESCO
Instagram: @UNESCO

**Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens**
Twitter: @bankimooncentre
Facebook: Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens
LinkedIn: Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens
Instagram: @bankimooncentre

**Center for Sustainable Development, Columbia University**
Twitter: @CSD_Columbia

#Mission4point7